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CANopen IoT integration via CiA 309-3
Many protocols are already in use for the Internet of Things. This article
explains how to implement CANopen Internet of Things (IoT) via a
CiA 309-3 gateway.

O

ne of the oldest and most
often used protocols is
MQTT (MQ Telemetry Transport
or Message Queue Telemetry
Transport). The main advantage
is its simplicity and the availability especially of the Client software for different programming
languages and platforms. Ranging from C to Python, Javascript
to Shell programming. And the
protocol specification is open,
with the same degree of openness as the CANopen specification. MQTT was developed as
OASIS standard and has been
approved by a joint technical
committee of ISO and IEC
and it has been given the
designation 'ISO/IEC 20922' in
July 2016.
Version 3.1.1 of MQTT was
balloted through the Joint Technical Committee on Information
Technology (JTC1) of ISO and
IEC and given the designation
'ISO/IEC 20922'. MQTT is a Client Server publish/subscribe
messaging transport protocol. Figure 1: Illustration of connecting the gateway (Photo: Emtas)
Clients, in our case the
CANopen gateway, can publish process values collected
published on the IoT side using the MQTT protocol. Let’s
on the CANopen network, like PDOs, emergency
look as an example. The CiA-309 command to register, or
messages, or network events. These values are
subscribe for a PDO:
delivered to the MQTT Broker. It stores these values
[12] set rpdo 1 0x181 event 3 u8 u8 u16
for other Clients subscribed for these data. These
Clients, once have subscribed for data, receive it as
soon as the CANopen gateway publishes it.
This subscribes the CiA-309 client to a PDO which is
The CiA 309-3 already follows some of same
sent by some (unknown) device in the CANopen network
principles on the Ethernet (or simple serial console)
with a CAN-ID 0f hex 0x181. If this is one of the default
side with its command based client interface. In the
PDOs, it could be the first transmit PDO of a CANopen
following we refer to a CiA 309 client as a client
device with Node-ID 1. To enable the same PDO to be pubconnected via TCP/IP. The commands allow that a
lished as MQTT data by the gateway it is only necessary to
let’s say TCP/IP client subscribes for CANopen events
specify this behavior by a flag.
like the Heartbeat or for PDO’s on the CANopen net[12] set rpdo 1 0x181 event 3 u8 u8 u16 publish
work it is interested in. In the following it is assumed that
[13] 1 start
the reader is familiar with CiA 309-3 and the MQTT
standard. This command interface can be extended to
In order to not violate the current specification of the
extend the subscription in the way that subscribed data is
rpdo command, the flag is appended as optional at the
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end of the command. The flag publish can be abbreviated by the letter p only. The correct syntax has to be specified by the CiA special interest group. The CiA 309 gateway will publish the data as soon as the specified PDO, a
CAN frame with CAN-ID 0x181, is received on the
CANopen network. The published data is the same as in
the answer to the CiA 309 client.
MQTT communicated data is organized in a
hierarchical manner. For a PDO it could be specified
like:
/canopen/net1/rpdo1
/canopen/net1/rpdo2
/canopen/net2/rpdo4

Besides the CANopen gateway, other IoT connected
devices can use the same MQTT broker. Therefore the
data tree starts here with /canopen, which is followed
by the network ID, a CiA 309 gateway can be connected
to more than one CANopen network. The endpoint is the
PDO number. Assuming now on the CANopen network
CANopen with node number 2 sends its first TPDO on
CAN-ID 0x182 and four data byte:
1492070538.675177

386/0x00000182 : bD ( 4): 01 02 03 0
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An MQTT client subscribed to canopen/net1/rpdo1
will receive the following in case of an RPDO1 event.
$ mosquitto_sub -t canopen/net1/rpdo1
pdo 1 3 1 2 1027

The used broker must be known, by the CiA 309 gateway and by all interested parties in order to subscribe at
the broker for a specific topic specified by -t. The above
and following examples use the defaults, the broker is at
the local host, reachable at the default port (check mosquitto_sub(1) for details). With MQTT it is possible to use
wildcards, the ‘#’, to subscribe for data matching a pattern.
Imagine that the CiA 309 client has subscribed for three
PDOs
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

set rpdo 1 0x181 event 3 u8 u8 u16
set rpdo 2 0x182 event 2 u16 u16
set rpdo 3 0x183 event 2 u16 u32
1 start

and on the bus are the following PDO’s
1492082052.444469 385/0x00000181 : bD ( 4): 37 64 10 27
1492082085.220261 386/0x00000182 : bD ( 4): 00 01 00 02
1492082092.804541 387/0x00000183 : bD ( 6): 11 27 41 42 0f 00

The MQQT subscriber using the wildcard for all data
from canopen/net1 receives:
$ mosquitto_sub -t /canopen/net1/#
pdo 1 3 55 100 10000
pdo 2 2 256 512
pdo 3 2 10001 1000001

Of course the hierarchical schema could be extended
to something like:
canopen/net1/rpdo1/mapping1
canopen/net1/rpdo1/mapping2
canopen/net2/rpdo4/mapping1

In this case subscribing /canopen/net1/rpdo1/
mapping1 would only receive a single signal mapped at
the first position of a TPDOx in network 1, and /canopen/
net1/rpdo1/# will receive all single mappings of this
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PDO, and again /canopen/net1/# will receive all events
happening on net1, not only PDOs. Other useful events
for listeners are network events on the CANopen bus, like
EMCY or HB failures, as defined in CiA 309-3.
canopen/net1/emergency/node1
canopen/net1/heartbeat/node10
canopen/net1/emergency/node2
canopen/net1/heartbeat/node11

These are following the same rules as for PDOs.
These events are presented to MQTT subscribers in the
same way as for CiA 309 clients. In addition to the well
known addressing scheme – network – node- index –
subindex an additional addressing schema for functional
addressing can be used. ReferenceDesignators can be
used to address a specific network, node, or parameter of
a device. Assuming CANopen is used as default network
and CANopen net1 is installed in the ware house connecting some sensors and actors, using this schema a value
could be addressed as /warehouse/AC/temperaturesensor42. This schema shall also be useable with MQTT.
Another interesting application is connecting publicly available city Pedelecs. They can provide data like:

The MQTT protocol allows to use secure connections. Security and IoT is still an underestimated topic.
Often devices are connected to the internet without any
additional security protections. But connecting objects
like machines exposes lots of sensitive data. There are
different kinds of data, which are not meant for the public. For this kind of data standard security measures: confidentiality, integrity, and availability should be ensured.
Security in MQTT is solved at different levels. Common implementations are using protocols like SSL/
TLS for transport security. On the network level using
a physically secure network or VPN are ways to
establish a trustworthy connection. At the application
level communication is encrypted and the identity
is authenticated in different ways. These MQTT specific
topics are not in scope of the article and can be read at
the official MQTT 3.1.1 specification.
t

/citybike/bike155/location
/citybike/bike155/reach

To provide most interesting information on it’s current
location as GPS data and estimated drive range in km for
a mobile App users can use to get a Pedelec in the city.
Dream of more applications…

Configuration of the MQTT publisher
The configuration is divided in two parts. The first configures the amount and presentation of the data to be published. Examples have been given above.
The second part is the configuration of the access to
the MQTT broker, the instance holding the data for subscribers of the data. There is a minimum of configuration
parameters the MQTT broker’s IP address and the used
IP port number for the service. This can be done by using
the CiA 309 client interface the same way as defining the
RPDOs. In this case changes of the 309-3 standard are
necessary. An other possibility is implementation specific
for the gateway, e.g. passing these data on the command
line at startup. And of course, when using commands for
the CiA 309 client, all these configuration commands can
be stored in a file and be executed at start up or at any
time by a Gateway proprietary command. In addition of
using CiA 309-3 for the configuration, the newer CiA 309-5
will define additional methods to provide web services to
access the data in CANopen networks. Basically it is a
mapping of CiA 309-3 commands into HTTP requests.
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